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DMA to receive Joint Meritorious
Unit Award

he Defense Mapping Agency leadership iuas notii;,j
that the Agency will receive the Joint Meritorious
Unit Award with first oak leaf cluster for meritorious

service during the period of July 2I, 7994 to April 30,

1996.
According to the narrative accompanying the award

submission, "DMA established itself as the world leader in
MC&G (mapping, charting and geodesy) products and

technologies... [and] has developed the standards for
military applications technologies which provide unmatched

capabilities for U.S. forces."
The citation also recognizes DMA's establishment of

the Reinvention Task Force and the "Hammer Award"
given by the Vice President's National Performance Review

Board. The Agency's efforts in providing support for
military operations by updating, producing and shipping
more than six million map sheets and digital products

worldwide didn't So unnoticed. Neither did its efforts in
leading a joint service team in a peace agreement during
the Balkan Proximity Accord negotiations in November

1995.
Because of the ongoing need to support military

operations in Peru, Ecuador, Haiti, Rwanda, Somalia, and

Kuwaif DMA developed personalized customer teams. The

teams, comprised of experienced combat arms officers as

well as production, intefration and distribution experts.
provided technical MC&G expertise to each customer to

ensure the best possible support.
To ensure that each customer was being serviced, D]1-\

developed a comprehensive requirement and prioritization
process based on the ratings developed by the Joint
Monthly Readiness Review (JMRR) process. This proved to
be a success with unified commands, military services and

defense agencies, and revolutionized DMA's core business

processes while positioning the Agency to support the

warfighter.
These efforts transformed DMA into an organization

that works with the customer to identify requirements,

analyze needs and provide them with the tools they need to

conduct their operations.
This proactive strategic planning process positioned

DMA as the leader in the global MC&G community.
In order to meet the demands of the 21st century, DMA

effectively used the MC&C Joint Interoperability Board to
coordinate joint solutions to MCdrG requirements. The

Agency moved from the paper map to the technologically
advanced world of digital mapping. During the award
period, DMA developed or refined Digital Nautical Charts,

Vector Product Map series, Digital Terrain Elevation (level

3, 4), and Controlled Image Base. I
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Korea switches to World Geodetic System

,he datum used for operations
in Korea will change

in July when United States

and Republic of Korea (ROK) forces

switch simultaneously to the World
Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84).

To prepare for the change,

DMA has worked closely with U.S.

forces and ROK military and civilian
mapping agencies to assure the

conversion of all DMA and ROK

maps cover the Korean peninsula.

Since 1994, the two countries
have printed more than 45 million
maps with new geodetic information
to reflect the change. DMA has

printed more than 40 million maps,

including 16 million for ROK forces.

The ROK Army Mapping Center has

printed more than five miliion maps

for ROK forces, said Sharon

Stanish, Korea Pro€ram Manager in
DMA's International Operations

PACOM/CS Regional Branch.

Stanish termed the effort "one of
the most comprehensive interna'
tional coproduction proglrams in the

history of DMA."
The products ranged from city

graphics and 1 :50,000-scale

Topographic Line Maps used in
guiding troop movements to

1 : 1,000,000-scale Operational

Navigation Charts used in mission
planning and other applications.
Aeronautical and nautical charts

were also converted.
The change will ensure

interoperability and consistency of
Globai Geospatial Information and

Services. As a joint requirement of
the armed forces, interoperability
involves the accurate coordination
of fire power which depends on

reference to a common datum and

grid.

1984 in July
A mathematical

model developed by DMA
from satellite positioning
techniques and ground

sui'veys, WGS-84 is a
highly accurate represen-

tation of the Earth's
dimensions. Because of
its global applicability, it
has become DMA's

standard datum for global

referencing and all

GGI&S products and

applications. In the area

of the Korean peninsula,

WGS-84 will replace the

regionally based Tokyo

datum.
Notice to make the

switch will come in a
message from Army Gen.

Gary E. Luck, com-

mander-in-chief, United Nations

Command,/Combined Forces

Command. Distribution of the new

products reflecting the change has

been underway since April.
The conversion results from

close coordination between the U.S.

Department of Defense and the ROK

Ministry of National Defense.

Organizations that support civil
mapping in Korea are also involved

in the change.

Besides maps, charts and digital
data. the datum conversion affects

navigational and weapon systems,

operational plans and manuals. To

ensure a successful conversion, the

forces of both countries have

received extensive training.
The conversion to WGS-84 has

received considerable attention in the

Korean press.

Under the headline "Map

Revolution Comes to the Nation,"
one Seoul daily, The Tonga llbo,
reported that the change would

affect "not only civilian maps based

on military maps, but also land

registration maps, which have been

used since Japanese colonial rule."

Quoting an official of the National

Defense Ministry, "The United States

military uses the WGS-84 coordinate

system, which is excellent in
precision...The Korean military fwill]
replace the Bessel type maps, which
are not suitable for modern weapons,

with WGS-84 type maps."

"We at DMA can be proud of
this significant change in GGI&S

over the Korean peninsula and

achieving operational interoperability
for the Combined Forces," said Mark
Kennedy, chief of the PACOM/CS
Regional branch. "Congratuiations to
al1 who have contributed to this verv

successful effort." I

- by Paul Hurlburt
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Administrative support team kicks otf new
design concept

he Defense Mapping Agency

was introduced to a new way

of doing business May 26

when the Administrative SuPPort

Implementation Team successfully

introduced changies to the members'

career field not seen in the a$ency's

Z4-year history.
The changes were generallY

based on the concept of giving

administrative personnel a path to
foilow and a chain of command

supportingi this concept. Included in
the changes is a consolidation of
position descriptions and responsi

bilities, institutingi administrative
teams and an electronic reference

supporting administrative functions.

"One of the approved recom-

mendations, that was successfullY

implemented, was to consolidate

existing administrative position

Kathy passanisi, president of New Perspectives, presents a motivationat talk on "Humor: A Powetful Tool for Coping with

Change." The talk was given at both administrative team offsites that focused on briefings by members of the

Ad m i ni strative Su ppo rt I m plementati on Te am.
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descriptions and responsibilities and

create a career path for administra-

tive personnel," said Terri Higgins,

team leader of the reengineerin$

effort and a member of the implemen'

tation team.

The team reviewed all DMA
positions in the 301,303,318,341,
342. 343 and 344 series. Titles
covered by these series were secre-

tary, program assistant, managiement

information assistant, administrative
assistant, support services specialist,

administrative officer and others.

There were 237 position

descriptions identified, covering 5 12

people (including vacancies). Of the

larger number, 398 positions will be

included in the DMA Administrative
Support Team. The positions not
included were based solely on the

duties identified in the position

descriptions that existed. After a

review of the 237 position descrip-

tions in those series, 155 were

determined to be current and

contained duties which would be

included in the Administrative
Support Team concept.

Those 155 position descriptions

have been rewritten and condensed

into 20 new position descriptions.

The DMA Administrative Support
Teams currently have only four titles
in three series. They are: secretary,
(318 Series), GS-7 to GS-11; manage'

ment and program assistant, (344

Series), GS-5-GS-8; administrative
assistant, (341 Series), GS-9 and

administrative officer (341 Series).

GS-g-GS-13.

The summary of the 20 new
position descriptions, state that "the
purpose of the team is to ensure that



r

optimum quality services are
provided to customers and provide

backup to any clerical,/administrative
position within the office to keep
processes flowing for mission
accomplishments."

Based upon the Executive Board
recommendation that the administra-
tive officers would supervise team
members, the Administrative Support
Team designed the organizational
structure for each business unit. The

structure and assignments were
made based on existingi personnel

and grades. Everyone on the team is

assigned to a new position descrip-

tion, but continues to provide the
administrative support for their
current matrixed or€anization.
However, it is the responsibility of
the administrative supervis or /team
leader, in partnership with managie-

menl to review the requirements of
the organization. As a result, some

duties and responsibilities may need

to be redirected.
Another recommendation the

implementation team worked on was

the Electronic Administrative Desk

Reference. This reference document
will be installed on a server by the

end of June and will be a quick
reference guide to administrative
processes.

"This document does not replace

the formal regulations and manuals

that set the Agency's administrative
processes," said team member Ellis
Ray. "However, it is a tool to assist

employees in performing their duties
more effectively and efficiently."

Continuous improvements are

always needed to ensure effective
change, Higgins said. Senior adminis-

trative personnel attended "team
leader'l training in the Washington

area. They will then schedule "team

training" for their team.

Each month, the senior adminis-
trative officer in each business unit
will meet via video teleconferencing
to discuss how the team concept is

working within their respective
business units and how to improve
those things which are not working
as they should.

This new form of administrative
support is designed to increase
efficiency and ensure offices will have

more access to that support.
"This will not mean that offices

will lose administrative support, but
guarantee it," said Debbie Boyer, the
team's Human Resources representa-

tive. "That's because the administra-
tive person will be backed up by

other members of their team."
Also, an ADMIN HOTLINE has

been established on the sensitive

unclassified information network for
anyone to submit sug€estions,
comments and concerns. Hardcopy
submissions can be sent to Mail Stop,
L-555.

Administrative processes and

overall DMA Administrative Support
Team issues should be sent to
Beatrice Streitfeld; specific business

unit issues direct to the senior
administrative personnel of each

business unit (Laura Walker,
Acquisition and Technology; Carole
Brooks, Comptroller; Vicki Brewster,

HR; Julie Jones, General Counsel;
Ruth Thompson, Installation ManaSe-

ment East; David Jarvis, IM Wes!
Patricia Edwards, Operations Group;
Jolene Chandler, Procurement and

Contractingi; Joanne Braddock,

Requirements and Policy Integration
and Annie Hibbs, senior secretary);
and implementation issues to the
Administrative Support Implementa-
tion Team.

Although major recommenda-

tions are close to being completed,
there are several other recommenda-

tions which the team continues to
pursue. These include AT Partner-
ship, Electronic Form Filler Program
Evaluation and Pay Banding. The AT
Partnership and Electronic Form
Filler Program Evaluation will be

addressed within the next six
months, while the Pay Banding
recommendation is dependent on
legislation and NIMA implementa-
tion.

"These major changes in the
administrative support field may

appear radical on the surface, but
they reflect the aSency's commitment
to reengineering established pro-

cesses," said team champion Josh

Luibl. "It will take a positive commit-
ment by both the administrative and

technical personnel involved to make

these changes as efficient and
effective as possible." I

- by Don Kusturin
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DMA in top 10
The Defense Mapping Agency is an Achievement
Award winner in the President's Quality Award
Program. This award is modeled after private
industry's Matcolm Baldrige Award and required
DMA to pass a rigorous evaluation from private
and public sector examiners. The crystal plaque
was presented on behalf of Vice President AI
Gore to DMA Director Rear Adm. Joseph J.

Dantone Jr., by Office of Personnel Management
Director James King at the 9th Annual National
Conference on Federal Quality in Washington
June 5. The special achievement award is
engraved to the men and women of DMA,
recognizing their significant achievement in
quality management and is a tribute to the
efforts of everyone in the Agency. Officials said
the award will be on display over the next few
months at the various DMA locations, beginning
with St. Louis.
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Agency offers buyouts to some ernployees
he Defense Mapping Agency

Director has announced that
135 separation incentives or

"buyouts" will be offered this fiscal

year.

An extensive review by the

business units identified where skills
overages exist or staff reductions are

necessary.

The buyouts will be offered to

certain positions in Acquisition and

Technology, Human Resources,

Installation Management and

Operations Group.
Employees in these positions are

eligible for an incentive by voluntar-
ily resigning, aSreeing to take an

early retirement or retirin$ option'

ally based on meeting age and

service requirements. The separation
pay incentive is equal to the

employee's severance pay entitle-

ment, up to a maximum of $25,000.
The separation incentive is calcu-

lated as follows: one week's basic pay

for each of the first 10 years of

creditable federal service plus two
weeks of basic pay for each year of

creditable service over 10 years. In

addition, an age factor applies that
increases the amount by 10 percent

for every year an employee's age

exceeds 40 years.

A letter has been sent to all
employees in occupational series,
grades and geographic locations

which are authorized for the buyout.

The letter also provides employees

with specific information on how and

where to apply for this incentive.

Some highlights of the letter are:
. Eligible employees must apply

during the "window" period June 1

July 31; and
. The separation date for all

employees who are approved for the

incentive is Sept. 30. This date is

firm.
Eiigible employees may request

specific information regarding
entitlements and annuity estimates.

Seminars designed to address

transitioning to retirement are

available. Servicing human resources

offices will publicize lhese seminars.

Please contact your seruicing HR

office if you have any questions

regarding the separation incentive.

The list of eligible positions include:

supervisory security guard, securi['
assistant, 9eo€rapher, personnel

specialist/assistant, project manaSler

(crisis/inv), security assistant
manager, supervisory maintenance

controls manager. supervisory
maintenance program manager.

customer poc, secretary, computer

specialist supervisory support
ser.'rices specialist, program anal)'st,

management/pro gram analyst,

management/pro gram assistant,

logistics management specialist,

telecommunications manager,

telecommunications specialist,

budget analyst, general engineer,

engineering technician, electronics

technician, editorial writer, editorial
assistant, visual information special-

ist, physical scientisl cartographer,
geodesist, computer scientist, supply

systems analyst, supply technician,
inventory management specialist,

supply cataloger, machinist, negative

engraver, carpenter leader, pest

control, printing equipment repairer
and motor vehicle operator.

Look for more information in
the next Link addressing myths and

misperceptions concerninEl buyouts.

DMA LiNK
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PAIGH commission on cartogtaphy holds
technical meeting

uture projects and updating
goals were the focus of the
Pan American Institute of

Geography and History (PAIGH) in
Tysons Corner, Va.

Welcoming members to the
PAIGH Commission on Cartography
Technical Meeting, commission
president and U.S. representative
Paul L. Peeler Jr. said he hoped the
meeting would revitalize activities
of the Commission's committees
and working groups.

"The demand for geospatial

information - especially digital

Socializing before the PAIGH banquet are members representing various countries, including the United States.

Citing Williams as "a strong
advocate of hemispheric mappingl
professionalism," Dr. Chester J.

Zelaya-Goodman, PAIGH Secretary
General, said efforts like his lie
behind the uniform mapping and
geodetic control standards that
member countries now share.

DMA and its predecessor

orElanizations have been active in
PAIGH since 1949 when PAIGH
became affiliated with the Organiza-
tion of American States. I

- by Paul Hurlburt

information - is increasing exponen-

tially," said former DMA Director Air
Force Maj. Gen. Philip Nuber, who
retired June 1. "There is no way for
DMA to produce all the required
information without the support of
our international partners. Collec-

tively, we can provide the informa-
tion that our countries need."

Obie Williams, retired DMA
Deputy Director for Management and

Technology and longtime PAIGH
member, was presented an honorary
associate membership at a banquet
May 9.
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JWID'96 brings NIMA partners together
his August marks a milestone

on the road to Global

Geospatial Information and

Services when the Joint Warrior
Interoperability Demonstration'96
((JWID)kicks off.

"JWID will be the first trulY

integrated NIMA activity," said Al

LeaSue,leader of Defense MaPPing

Agency's JWID team. The team

includes orglanizations that wili form

the new National Imagery and

Mapping Agency. DARPA (Defense

Advanced Research Program

Agency). DIA. DISA. the services.

academia and industry also form
part of the team.

JWID activities will take Place
at five military installations and

aboard the carrier USS Kearsarge,

near Puerto Rico, with the Army as

sponsor and the U.S. Central

Command as host.
With its future

NIMA partners as

teammates, DMA will
use GGIS outreach
capabilities to support a

common operational
picture, providing

commanders a tactical
picture for planning and operations

within the Global Command and

Control System.

More than just providing

imagiery and information, DMA and

its future NIMA partners will also

collaborate with the Joint Task

Force (JTF) in producing geospatial

data and analyzing their battlespace.

Deployed image analysts and

cartographers will assist the JTF in
receivingl imagery and geospatial

data. Then, through telementorin$,

they will help exploit the data,

coordinate and refine requirements,

and add value to the information in

real time.
DMA and its partners will helP

the JWID participants link their

deployed assets and share informa-

tion, providing a modei for joint
operations.

DMA's demonstrations interre-

late with demonstrations of the

Central Imagery Office and National

Photographic Interpretation Center,

organizations that will join with
DMA in forming NIMA. Personnel

from the different agencies will share

workstations.
"For the first time, our custom-

ers are going io see workstations
that use both imagery and geospatial

data in a concerted effort. They will
see the power of joining our orgiani
zations, so JWID will provide positive

momentum for the formation of
NIMA,' League said.

Lealue hopes the merger will
show new capabilities in the context
of the demonstrations.

"For example. DMA could pull

information from both a CIO image

and a map image from DMA's

Gateway server in St. Louis and

merge the two," League said. The

server, is currently beingi used to

collaborate on smaller data sets with
a DMA customer assistance team in
Hungary for Operation Joint En-

deavor.

Focusing on
interoperability

JWID '96 willfeature 44

demonstrations.
"Last year's JWID was more like

a trade show. It gave participants an

opportuni$ to see each other's new

technologies," League said. "ln JWID

'96, the demonstrations will be more

integrated. We're focusin€ a lot of
attention on interoperability -
sharing information and adding to its
value in real time."

A soldier wearing a computer in
his belt and a visor that displays a

map will demonstrate how to collect

information defining a notional
minefield prior to an operation and,

possibly, the location of an airstrip.
(See related story on pa€e 9).
Transmitted back to a support cell at
Fort Bragg, N.C., the data will be

vectorized and rebroadcast for
exploitation by the iTF.

'The location of minefield is
timely with our forces in Bosnia.

How you get new airstrips into your

database is also relevant, as we

learned in Rwanda," League

noted.
And the exercise has

symbolic importance:
"If you can collaborate

with the soldier in the field,
you've covered the longest

stretch," League pointed out.
"You ought to be able to

support all the people in between.

There are many ways: Remote

Replication, the Global Broadcast

System, GCCS. The information and

services go hand in hand."
Another demonstration to watch

involves ship-to-shore collaboration.
"There's always a Marine

expeditionary force floating around
somewhere for operations like
evacuations. Previously, they've had

to rely on whatever maps they had

on board," League said. "We could

helicopter maps out to them, but we

were unable to reach out and touch
them."

In JWID '96, communication

between the USS Kearsarge and a

network of shore-based support cells

will be two-way. Data will be broad-

JWID '96 wiII featurc 44

demonstrations - fewer thon

Iast Aear but more robust.

DMA L|NK
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Magic or technology?
Wearable computer impresses
top Pentagon officials

Whether Pentagon officials
thought they were viewing
technology or magiic, an
unscheduled demonstration for
the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Stafi bolstered DMA as a
leader in leverafing technologly
to exploit digital geospatial
data.

The May 7 demonstration
of a wearable computer also
merited two DMA project
officers with an imprompiu
brief to Defense Secretary
William Perry, who praised
DMA's efforts.

League and Kuchar, who
donned the vest and head gear,

began winding their way through
the Pentagon and were quickly
pulled into Perry's office.

"He thought it was incredible,"
Kuchar said. He was so impressed
that he asked Kuchar and League to
return that afternoon for a more
detailed brief. That afternoon they
spent 40 minutes with the Defense
Secrel"ary.

The wearable computer proto-
type debuted during JWID '95,
where it was interfaced with a
tactical radio Lo send a new mission
and map to its wearer.

It is just like a normal com-
puter, except it weighs only 4
pounds and can be strapped around
the waist or across the shoulders. It
can do anything a computer can do,
according to League. CD-ROM
information is stored on a data card
that feeds the information to the
computer. League estimates that
enough data to cover 120 miles of
DMA maps can be stored.

With a Global Positioning
System card, the wearable computer
can become a moving satellite
receiver and the wearer's precise
position pinpointed and displayed on
the maps or images in the heads up
display.

Lea€ue said DMA is investigat-
ing the computer's capability of
becoming a mobile mapping system.
At JWID '96. League's goal is to
update an existing map product in a
two-hour turn around by using the
wearable computer with the CPS
receiver function and a tactical
radio.

It was novelist Arthur C. Clarke
who wrote that any sufficiently
advanced technolo€y is indistin-
guishable from magiic. Kuchar
disagrees.

"The ma€ic is the DMA data,"
he said.

- By Kathleen Neary
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Al League holds the "brain" of the
wearable computer. Other applications
for the unit are being studied.

cast over the GBS, with a back

channel allowing the ship to return
value-adding data. With the broad-

cast data, the amphibious readiness
group will be able to produce their
own geospatial products, showing
their current battlespace, and then
shai-e that information with the JTF.

"The challenges are many, with
interaction across different net-

u or.hs, and we are trying out a lot of
ne\! concepts. We expect to learn
flom rr'hat does and doesn't work,"
League said.

Leagr-re is confident that DMA

llill be sr-rccessful in exploitinS new

technologr in Lrnianiliar environ-
ments. Oui- sLlccess rvill be based on

an empo\rered group of profession-

als uho uelcome the challenges." ffi

"Dr. Perry was impressed
by the fact Lhat DMA was oul
on the leading edge in finding

ways to exploit its data in a format
that could be immediately exportable
to the troops," said Al League, DMA
project officer for Joint Warrior

i Interoperability Demonstrations.
League and Vic Kuchar, DMA

customer support officer for the Joint
Staff, introduced Perry to the
wearable computer. Kuchar and
League accompanied then-DMA
Director Air Force Maj. Gen. Philip
W. Nuber to the chairman's weekly
update meeling.

General Nuber dazzled attendees
by wearing the newly procured
computer vest and special head gear.

Without the encumbrance of wires
and cables. General Nuber walked
around, introduced himself and told
"awe-struck" attendees that he was
looking at a satellite image and a

DMA map, LeaSue said. The special
head gear brings digital maps within
a thumbnail's distance from sight,
displayed on a I inch by 1 inch
monitor.

League and Kuchar linked the
portable computer to a larger
monitor that transferred the image
from the headgear's monitor to a
bigger screen. When the meeting
adjourned, nearly 30 flag officers
circled the DMA group to see how
the svstem used DMA information.

- by Paul Hurlburt

June 24, 1996
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To be seen, not heard

DoD's CAP program provides funding for
captioning equipment for DMA
T magine watching a proSram that
I .u..on. but vou can hear.

I fn.n alter a month of waiting. the
captioning is added. Now you can
read what your coworkers heard
weeks before.

That's how it used to be for
Rosemary Aguirre and Edward
McGann, two Defense Mapping
Agency employees who are deaf.

"It is particularly frustratingl
because we are sensitive to the fact
that we already know that we miss
out on information passed through
regular conversation," Aguirre said.

"Our mission is to make our
videos accessible to everyone," said

Ralph Mayer, chief of visual presenta-

tions. But the challenge was how to
caption material efficiently and
economically.

It was a challenge that DMA's
visual information office accepted.

Frustrated by the delay and cost
of outsourcing captioning, audio
visual specialist Richard Gonsaives
turned to Amy Kaufman. a sign
languagie interpreter in Human
Resources. Gonsalves knew that if he
could acquire the funds to buy the
right equipment, the captioning could
be done in-house.

Kaufman had the answer. She
directed Gonsalves to a specifically
designed DoD program, called CAP
(Computer/Electronic Accommoda-
tions) that helps with funding,
training and support to make work
environments more accessible to
disabled employees.

Once the funding was arrangied,
Gonsalves researched captioningi
equipment and came up with a system.
Although it cost $20,000, audio-visual
specialists have captioned six videos
since May, already recoupingi $4,000 .

Gonsalves, using the
captionmaker, watches the tape and
codes the script so it matches the

action on the screen. Each sentence is
time coded.

"With the right equipment, I
knew we could do this in-house, save
money and get the job done faster,"
Gonsalves said.

Because televisions purchased
after July 1993 contain a built-in
closed caption decoder, the hearing
impaired access the decoder by
machine and the script of the program
appears.

For McGann, who grew up deaf,
captioning is an added way to increase
communication and enjoy programs.

Rosemary Aguirre relies on
captioning to keep informed.

"It adds to my ability to under-
stand programs quickly," said McGann,
who fought for years to encourage
people to learn to sign. Although he is
retiring in a few months, he is grateful
for all the changes in the workpiace
that help him communicate.

For Aguirre, captioning is a
necessity.

"As a 'later-deafen' person, I am
more dependent upon captioning than
someone who learned to sign at an
early age," said Aguirre, whose
hearing loss occurred gradually over a
20 year period. Aguirre also sees the
cost-saving aspect as well.

"Hiring interpreters for repetitive
programs such as security briefings,
retirement and health programs is
expensive and time-consuminf," she

said. Currentiy at DMA, there are
approximately 40 deaf and hard-of-
hearing employees and oniy two full-
time interpreters.

Aside from videos, educational
and instructional materials can be
captioned for employees as well.

"We will also make this equip-
ment available to other agencies to
use. This is an example of government
helping government," Mayer said. I

Richard Gonsalves uses captioning equipment to enter script on videos

- by Jennifer Lafley
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School Partnership
'teaching program'
brings mapping into
the classroom

ludents at Gateway and

Turner Middle Schools know

how important math is in
making maps thanks to 15 volun-

teers from DMA in St. Louis.

The volunteers conducted a six-

week mapping course designed to

interest studenl.s in math, science

and geography. Their goal was to
teach students how the production

of maps and charts use the same

mathematical skills that they learn

in middle school. They accom-

plished their goal by having

students make maps the "o1d-

fashioned way."

According to Ben Dawson,

Data Generation West System

Support Branch, students were

introduced to topographic features,
grid systems, maps of the moon, the

histoqr and importance of maps,

latitude and longitude, stereoscope,

plotting, symbols, legends and how

to read and interpret maps, charts

and graphs. During the program,

the students learned cartographic

terms and explored new career
possibilities.

The students were challenged

to create their own scale maps of
the route from their school to the

DMA North Annex. They traced the

route by using a section of AAA

road maps and mylar overlays.

Regiistration marks, a scale bar,

north arrorv and a brief legend were

added. Mileage was figured from

the school to the North Annex and

the concept of
scale was studied

by measuring

distances in
inches/centime-
ters and convert-

ing them to miles,/

kilometers.

For the last

session, the

students toured
the manual

compilation area

in Mono Carto
Branch at the

North Annex.. Rich Egan works
Negatlve engravers

showed students

the basic tools and techniques they

use to portray information and

features required on maps and how

features are scribed on negatives.

The students also saw how maps are

updated using aerial photography

and how information is extracted

from one source to use on another

source of different scale.

After finishing the tour, Co1.

James R. Stordahl, commander for

Western Installations, presented

each child with a certificate for

successfully completing the DMA

Mapping Course.

"The volunteers enjoyed

working with the kids and having '

the opportunity to share their
knowledge of map making .

with students at Turner Middle School.

The kids were proud because they
produced a product," Dawson said.

Following is a list of volunteers

who went to the schools:

Gateway Middle School: John

Beard, Gerald Brantley, Stella

Brooks, Rich Conrad, Ben Dawson,

Tom Duryea, Debra Holz and Pam

Kancijanic,

Turner Middle School: Kevin

Alphin, Richard Egan, Jim Harris,

David Klinge, Steve Maneikis and

Linda Tate. I

- by Sharon Smith
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DMA gives
Olympic torch a ride

fTltt. wheels keep on turning for

I DMA Reston computer data
I specialist Paul Bryan,30, a

cyclist who prefers to commute from
his Reston home on his Lamond

road bike.
Bryan, who has viewed the

sights of several states by cycling,
recently was notified that he was

selected to be an official "torch
bearer" for the Olympics this
summer.

Torch bearers began the
journey in San Diego on April 27

and will bring the torch by plane,

horseback, boat, wheelchair and on
foot through scores of towns and

cities across America to Atlanta on

July 19. Although the last torch
bearer's identity is secref it is
athletes like Bryan who keep the

torch moving on schedule.

Bryan's mode of transportation
will be an official Olympic bike with
a built-in compartment for the torch.
Although most of the bearers carry
it five kilometers, cyclists usually

carry the torch for a longer stretch,

sometimes up to three hours.

The torch arrives in Washington

on June 20. Bryan's route will be

somewhere between the Memorial
Bridge and Woodbridge, June 21.

"The mileage doesn't matter, it
is just a real honor to participate,"

said Bryan, who rides 350 to 400

miles a week to train for local races.

A member of the Beltway Bicycle

Club, Bryan was nominated to be a

torch bearer by fellow club members.

Although Bryan began cycling
in college, it was his move to Reston

after graduation from Marshall

University in Huntington, W.Va.

that prompted his joining a team.

bearers exactly what their route is

until just before the event," said

Nancy LaValle of United Way in
Alexandria. LaValle is coordinating
the route through Alexandria.

Local torch bearers will pass

through history as they wind their
way from Washington. The route
passes by the Capitol, White House,

Holocaust Museum, across Memorial
Bridge through Alexandria to Mount
Vernon, past Ft. Belvoir to
Woodbridge and then to
Fredericksburg.

"The Olympic committee
estimates that the torch will be

carried at a pace of 6 miles an hour,
but we aren't expected to stay on
schedule," LaValle said.

The Torch Relay Office in
Atlanta constantly revises the
schedule to accommodate weather,
schedule changes and other mishaps.

Carleen Rawlings, a relay coordina-
tor, said they change the schedule
daily.

"Besides weather problems,

some locations have big media
events when the torch passes

through that throws ihe schedule off
completeiy," Rawlings said.

The torch is usually carried
from 6 a.m. until midnight seven

days a week. According to
Rawlings, the cyclists and runners
are the ones who keep the torch
moving along.

"Some of the torch bearers
have handicaps or are elderly so we

depend on the athletes to keep

things on schedule," Rawlings said.

Aside from the honor of being
a small part of the Olympic process,

Bryan is excited about the Olympics
recognition of amateur athletes.

"It gives a special meaning to
all the sweat and hard work we

devote to our sport," he said. I

"I didn't know
anyone when I first
moved here, so it was

a good way to meet
people," he said.

Weekends find
Bryan on the road,
participating in
"criteriums," races

that are 24lo 45 mlles
in length, although he

frequently participates

in races that are 65 to
100 miles.

But as an official
torch bearer, he will
not know the length
or the route.

"For security
reasons and last-

minute changles, we do Paul Bryan spends his free time traveling on his bike'

not tell the torch
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Navigator recalls
life at the top

CC T I was an organization

! with'zero tolerance' for
mistakes ... one mistake,

and you were gone," recalled Air
Force Lt. Col. Alan Tashima of his

assignment with the 89th Airlift
Wing, Andrews Air Force Base, Md.

However, he felt very privileged
to have served with a unit whose
sole mission was to provide air
transportation for the U.S. president,

vice president, and foreign and

domestic VIPs. Now program

manager for DMA's U.S. Space

Command Customer Support Team,

Tashima said there was always a lot
of pressure at the 89th.

"The selection process was a
lengthy one," said the Honolulu
native who applied for a position
with the 89th in 1979. "After a

standard requirements screening, my

application went to the Military
Airlift Command (now Air Mobility
Command) at Scott Air Force Base,

I11., for another review ... then on to
the 89th. They were interested, and

called me in for a four-day interview.
In June 7979, I reported for duty as

special air missions select navigator."
Tashima flew during the Carter

and Reagian administrations.
"Franklin Roosevelt was the first
president to travel by air," Tashima

said. In 1943, Roosevelt flew to
Casablanca for a meeting with Allied
leaders. Shortly thereafter, the Army

Air Corps provided a customized
airplane (predecessor to Air Force
One\ solely for the president. At that
time, flights were out of National
Airport, Washington, D.C.

"Air Force One is a misnomer.

It's actually the radio call sign for
any Air Force aircraft carrying the
president," explained Tashima. "He
has a primary and backup. There's
also a fleet of others available to
him.

"Airplanes remain
in the presidential fleet
for quite a while. For
example, on one of my

flights with [then] Vice
President IGeorge]
Bush, we used the
same plane that
brought President
Kennedy's body back
from Dallas ... some 20
years earlier." Presi-

dent Kennedy's aircraft,
a Boeing 707, was the
first jet popularized as

Air Force One .

Tashima's normal
mission was to fly with
the vice president.

When assigned a flight,
he selected the route
and managed the routine support
requirements for crew and plane. He

also determined the aircraft's flight
speed to ensure it arrived on time.
The crew consisted of three pilots,

two navigators, two engineers, one

crew chief, two radio operators, four
security police and four to six
stewards,

"l flew three missions to Algeria
during the Iranian hostage situa-
tion," Tashima said. "We took
Warren Christopher, [then] State
Department negotiator, over to
conduct negotiations. I was also
part of the crew that flew the
relatives of the freed hostages to
West Point for a reunion - another
89th aircraft was flying in the
hostages from Cermany.

"Especially memorable was a
three-week trip to the Pacific with
Vice President Bush. We visited
many countries, highlighted by a trip
to China during a round of tense

negotiations. Bush headed the U.S.

Liaison Office in Beijing during the

Vice President George Bush expresses his
appreciation and best wishes to (then) Air Force
Capt. Alan Tashima on their last flight together, as
Tashima's tour of duty with the 89th Airlift Wing
came to a close.
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Ford administration and was there
alain to ease tensions."

Tashima said he hasn't flown as

a crew member since he left the 89th
in May 1983.

"Once you've worked in that
type of environment, you become

very spoiled," he said. "It would be

hard to €o back to the normal Air
Force way. It was just very differ-
ent."

Tashima keeps in touch with
former crew members through his
membership with the SAM Fox
Association, a fraternity of the 89th,
and enjoys the reunions that are held

every three years. ["SAM Fox"
(special air mission flight) was used

in the presidential radio call sign
until 1955 when it was replaced by

"Air Force One."] I

- by Joan Mears
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Following regulations
saves money and
embarrassment

Several Government Printing
Office customer agencies recently
suffered embarrassment and
confusion, and their employees
incurred personal expense because
of failure to comply with federal
printing regulations.

In one case, an agency obtained
products from a private contractor
without having GPO process the
order. When the bill arrived, the
agency's own legal counsel refused
to authorize payment. After the
fact, the agency requested a waiver
from the Joint Committee on
Printing, which was denied. The
employees involved in the decision
at the agency were ruled liable for
paying the bill, which exceeded

$1,000.
In another highly publicized

incident, an agency took a rush job
to a quick-copy shop near its
location. The job was completed at a
cost estimated to be 60 times more
than what it would have cost if
procured through GPO. Again, the
Joint Committee found no founda-
tion for a waiver to be granted.

Federal printing regulations are
in place to provide each agency and
the American taxpayer with the
most efficient service at the best
cost available. Customer services
account representatives at each
agency can help - not only in cases

like these which can be avoided
altogether - but in making choices

about the order which can avoid the
public perception of excess cost.
GPO account representatives are
glad to do what they can to make
satisfied GPO customers."

Administrative Printing for all
government agencies is governed by
the Joint Committee on Printing, U.S.
ConEiress, with oversight by the GPO.

Any questions or concerns at DMA
should be directed to Judith Bowles,
Installation Management Administra-
tive Printing and Copier Program
Manager, 307-227-4106; or Don
Matczak and Joe Benjamin, IM,
Printing Specialists, 301-227 -2 452.

Five-Nations
conference held

DMA Director Rear Admiral
Joseph J. Dantone Jr. led a delegation
to the annual Five Nations Mapping,
Charting and Ceodesy Directors'
Conference in Weliington, New
Zealand, May 22-24. Countries
represented were Australia, Canada,
New Zealand, the United Kingdom
and the United States.

Each country is reengineering
its military mapping orSanization in
some way, so there was "keen
interest" in Admiral Dantone's
briefing on the implementation status
of the National Imagery and Mapping
Agency, said Stan Ogborn, Senior
Program Manager for Asia, Pacific
and Russia Regions in the Interna-
tional Operations Division.

Earl Phillips, Operations Group
director, and James Ayres, Scientific
Advisor for Hydrography, presented a

new products update. Al1 of the
nations discussed research and
development issues and provided
reports on the status of their
cartographic production.

Other DMA delegates were
Ogborn and Navy Cmdr. Tom
Bortmes, executive assistant to
Admiral Dantone.

The visit of the DMA delegation
to New Zealand was supported by the
U.S. Embassy. DMA delegates briefed
the U.S. ambassador, the Honorable
Josiah Beeman and his staff prior to
their departure.

Meeting helps agency
meet security ohjective

Regional directors from the
offices of the assistant secretary of
defense, International Security
Affairs and International Security
Policy were briefed recently on
DMA's support of U.S. security
objectives. Hosted by Bill Hogan,
director of for Requirements and

Policy Integration, the presentation

was provided in support of DMA
Strategic Objective 8.1 which seeks

to include DMA international
programs in OSD initiatives.

Improved communication and

interaction between DMA and the
International Security Affairs and

International Security Policy offices
will assist DMA and OSD in more
effectiveiy performing their respec-

tive missions, according to Air Force
Col. Collins M. Jackson, acting
director for RPl. Preliminary
discussions with manaSers in these

offices indicated that there may be a

need for increased knowledge and

understanding of DMA objectives and

services. This information could be

beneficial to DoD as policies are

deveioped and agreements arrange
with the international community.

Several participants have offered
to host reciprocal meetin$s to discuss

their regions in more detaii with
their DMA counterparts.

'AIIey Rats' claim
howling title

The "Alley Rats," made up of
DMA employees, won the 1995-1996

Westwood Duckpin Bowling League

Championship. Team members are

Ned Patoff, team captain, Scott
Cappelluti, Valerie Hamasian,

"Smitty" Smith and Betsy True. I

DMA Link
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Promotions
Anderson, Lindell, GS-11

Andrew, Michael J., CS-12

Bowles, Judith N., GS-12

Bragg, William L. Jr., GS-11

Bray, Audra L., GS-1l
Castaneda, Cora Lee, GS-11

Castle, Robert Andrew, WG-11

Caudle, Judy A., GS-13

Clarke, Frederick H., GS-12

Coleman, Stephen J., GS-14

Connell, Michael S., GS-13

Curtin, John A., GS-13

Deshields, Hilton B., GS-1 I
DeWitt, Christina L., GS-s

Driggers, Karen A., GS-8

Duncan, Barbara A., GS-6

Fenderson, Ramona M., GS-12

Ferraiuolo, Nancy J., GS-9

Fragueiro, Serafin M., XP-8

Gant, Kimberly Stanfield , GS-7

Jacobs, Vita Nicole, GS-11

Jennings, Michael A., GS-11

Johnson, Deborah Denise, GS-9

Jones, Brett N., GS-12

Jones, Leonard D., GS-12

Kusturin, Donald R., GS-11

Lancaster, Karen M., GS-9

Linsley, Timothy R., GS-12

McCallum, Latracey, GS-11

Mcvey, Patrick J., WN-7

Miles, Houseo Jr., WG-11

Monk, Vernika Jones, GS-7

Moss, Debra Kay, GS-8

Mundy, Gloria J., GS-8

Oestreich, Chris S., GS-11

Omara, Paul 8., GS-11

Osburn, David L., WG-11

Osburn, Vaughn V. Jr., WG-11

Overbo, Timothy D., GS-11

Paisley, Wilma Jean, GS-7

Parson, Thomas L., GS-7

Perry, Robert H., Navy, Cmdr.

Pessagno, Charles J. Jr., GS-11

Poole, Justin C., GS-12

Reagan, Joan K., GS-12

Reichardt, Mark E., GS-15

Reid, Deirdre L., GS-11

Reidy, Alexandra H., GS-11

Saulsbury, Roxanne, GS-9

Simpson, Donna M., GS-9

Smiley, Teresa A., GS-g

Smith, Cynthia M., GS-g

Smith, Tyrone V., GS-12

Spaans, Julian C., GS-11

Stamper, Nicki C., GS-11

Swehla, Sherry M., GS-11

Toney, Randall G., GS-11

Tosh, John Henry, GS-11

Vergason, Walter F., WG-11

Weeks, James M., GS-12

Wesloh, David G., GS-13

White, Donald W., GS-11

Whitfield, A. J., GS-11

Willman, Larry W., GS-13

Wright, Richard L. Jr, Lt. Col., Air Force

Retirements
26 Years
Manko, Lucille G.

27 Years
McGinley, James A.

33 Years
Nelsen,Thomas C.

Ready, willing and able
It is just another adventure for

Sonya Petty, a cartographer at
Reston. Petty, who once worked and

lived with a Yakima Indian Tribe in
Washington state, has no hesitation

about becoming a bone marrow
donor.

Although being a donor can

cause some discomfort and requires
recuperation, Petty is pleased that
she was selected as a possible

match.
"Except for sinus trouble, I

have aiways been healthy. I'm glad to
be able to help someone."

A frequent blood donor, Petty
was one of DMA's recent additions to
the blood marrow national registry
through the drive that was done at
DMA in 1994. Allthe participants'
names were entered into a world-
wide registry that lists tissue types.

It was from this list that Petty was

seiected.
"The recipient's name is not

disclosed for at least six months,"

said Petty. All she knows is that her
match lives in the Washington
metropolitan area.

Petty is on a list with other
possible donors for this individual. If
selected, a physical and counseling
session is required to make sure that
she is mentally and physicaliy
prepared to go through the proce-

dure.
Because the recipient undergoes

chemotherapy and stays in a com-
pletely sterile environment prior to
the transplant, it is essential that the
bone marrow donor make a definite
commitment to go through the
procedure.

According to the National Donor
Registry, each year 30,000 new
patients are diagnosed with diseases 

_

like breast cancer, lymphoma or
leukemia that may be cured by a

bone marrow transplant. However,
only 30 percent of those cases have a
family member that is a bone marrow
match.

Sonya Petty

"We are so grateful to everyone
who is tested and is entered on our
regiistry - there is no way to explain
how wonderful it is for the individu-
als who are sick to learn that they
have a match," said Laurie Jacobs of
the Bone Marrow Link Center.

For more information about
becomin€ a bone marrow donor, call

1-80O-MARROW-2.1

- by Jennifer Lafley
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